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STUDIES IN GUMUZ: SESE PHONOLOGY AND TMA SYSTEM

Henning Uzar

Part 1: Phonology

1. Introduction

The Gumuz language , one of the least-known of the Nilo-Saharan
Phylum, is spoken by about 30,oqo to 50,000 Ethiopian citizens in
the Didessa Valley of Wellegga Province, westward along the northern
bank (Go j jam side) and southern bank (Wellegga) of the Blue Nile,
northwards along the Ethio-Sudan border as far as Begemidir Province
(Haberland and Straube 1979: 13af£- , Wallmark 1981: 79). My inform-
ants ^, some of whom now and then cross the border, assert that
there is also a considerable number of Gumuz-speakers along th© Blue
Nile and its tributaries in Sudan.

Although several brief descriptions of the Gumuz language have
been presented earlier (Forslund 1969, Irwin 1966), we have not yet
come to a fully accepted classification of the language (Schadeberg
1981b: 294). Bender (1583o;259) afgUes that GumuZ iS a part Ot th§
larger "Komuz" Family of Nilo-Saharan, consisting of Koman and the
rather disparate Gumuz. 3

As far as phonology is concerned, recent studies of Unseth
(1984a, b) shed light on some of the more interesting aspects. Up
till now, however, we still lack a sufficient corpus of data to as-
sure the preliminary analysis. This chapter, therefore, concentrates
on the surface structure of Gumuz phonology, mainly dealing with
segments and syllables. Tone will be marked when high [•], low [ v]

,

and unmarked when mid. A more systematic tonal analysis is in pro-
gress. 4 It is this author's wish that this study will contribute to
solving some questions of Gumuz phonology and that some of the data
presented here will help toward firming up classification of Gumuz.

2. The phonological system

The phonemic system of Sese consists of 34 consonants and five
vowels (Sese is the variety of my informants; as will be pointed out
in what follows, other varieties may show slight differences). A con-
sonant chart is seen on the following page. The chart shows that Gum-
uz has quite a rich consonant system, subtly differentiating the pos-
itions of alveo-palatal and palatal articulation and thus having six
positions of articulation (as does Komuz in general) . In comparison
with Bender's chart (1979: 41), it will be noticed that I do not
group /&', fi, c', 5, j/ 5 with the stop series, but rather prefer to
interpret them as affricates. ° This leaves a gap in the alveo-pal-
atal and the palatal positions of the stop series, but fits the over-
all system better, while clearly showing opposition of three affric-
ates and their ejective contrasts (see words 82-111 below)

.

All obstruents and all sonorants will be grouped according to
their places of articulation. Phonemic opposition in word-initial,
medial, and final positions will be documented where possible.
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^* ^ Consonant phoneme chart

Lab . Alv . Alv.- Pal. Vel. Lar,
Pal.

Ej&ctives p ' t * k

'

Stops
-voice p t k

?

+voice b d g

Implosives b d <f

Fricatives
-voice f s S h

+voice z 2

Affricates
ejective c' S' c*

-eject., -vce. c c c

-eject. , +vce. -j

Nasals m n p. n

Liquids l,r

Glides w y

2,1.1 Obstruents

2,1,1.1 Labial obstruents

Gumuz (Sese) has a full set of labial stops and a voiceless
fricative /f/. However, /p'/ is rare and has not been found in all
dialects: neither Bender (1979: 41) nor I found it in Sai.

/PV
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Opposition between /p/ and /b/ are documented initially and
medially:

7. /pal/

8. /tka'pa/

9. /gask'ijaaba/

10. /foal/

[phAl]

[tSa:'p^a]

[bAl]

be light (opp. heavy)

shoe

maize

shine

In word-final position the voiced phoneme /b/ is realized [p]

,

Note that word-final /b/—^[p] clearly differs from /p/—>[p^] in
the matter of aspiration.

11. /naap/ [na;ph] he shall knock through it, blast a
hole in it

\2. /naab/ [naap] on which

In addition to the above cases, the allophone [p] is document-
ed. ^Virough words 14 and 16,

13. /m»?am»bura/

14. /2amb/

15. /nk'g^kkha/

16. /na'g^aab/

(see ** after 6 above)

I 7amp] throw

Ina'g^a'iba] where is

InA*g^a^:p] where

I will throw

/p/ vs
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In word-final position, /&/ is realized as an unreleased iin-

plosive stop marked [Bj , The implosive bilabial is a very rare
phoneme: word 28 is the only word where the unreleased allophone
has been recorded.

/pVvs, /6/

29. /p'a*r^/ Ip'S'raJ a small animal (identity ?)

30. /'p*ap*a/ Pp'^p'aJ wing

31. /nkpV In^p*] he shall cut it, pull it out

32. /'&iV throat

33. /6a'&^/ [64'E)a] bark {of tree)

34. /ta&/ It^aB] repeat

In addition, a labialized voiced stop has been recorded a few
times as in [b^a] "mouse" , [zir'b^i] "wind" , and [ 'gumb^a] "lion".
At Didessa, however, I recorded [buaj (but not sure about tone) and
[zu'bb^] so that I do not think [b^] is a phoneme. See 2.1.1.6 below.

2.1.1.2 Alveolar obstruents

tongue

brain

swell

hoe

nose

carve

/f/ vs. /t/



49, /m'dara/

49. /nad/

50. /m'bldairei/

51. /bid/

/d/ vs. /<f/

52. /d4/

SESE PHONOLOGY AND TMA

IihMara] I will ^9

[nat] iet him do

{fh'bldir^J I will be cured

fbit] cure

53. /fn'darok'W/ [fli'd^rak'"]

54. /nad/ [n^t]

55. /(fa/

56. /m*<fakk6rS/ {m»cfa:kh5rl]

57. /ni(f/ [nad], [n^2]

The phOTietic realization of /i/ is retroflex rather than alv-
eolar.

A'/ vi, /cf/

58. /t*66nz/

thing

I will build

let him do

go

I will catch

let him go

59. /ma't'eea/

60. /n^at'/

61. /(faamb/

62. /ma'cfV

63. /yir na4cf/

/S/ Vff, /'z/'

64. /'saala/

65. /'t'lsa/

66. /tuus/

67. /'z^alV

68. /gi'ziinV

69. /*tamaz/

[fO:nz]

[m3»fe:a]

[n4:t']

[dfarmp]

[ma'<f4]

[t^u:s]

[gi* zi:na]

I't'^m^zl

herd cattle

to fear

it shall be bound

measure

to go

see that he does not go

clay plate (for eating off)

chief

"olit (wood)

slaver

sadness, soix^,^

bei excited' frighttue,^

There are two reasons not to analyse /c^, c, S-, ^ *

a.«, ct/nsonant sequences but rather to treat them a<! singli segments:

i) although some of thf- a£fricaT:es, namely /c', c, c' , V /oonld

be seen as composed of two segments (c = t+s, fi = t + S) , this argu-

ment does not apply to /c, c» , 2) because the necessary single seg-

ments do not exist in Sese.
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ii) The unambiguous syllable types do not allow cases of two
obstruents at either the beginning or end of a syllable (see sect-
ion 5 below)

,

/cV vs. /c/

70. /c'al/ (ts'A IJ swim

71. /mi'c'a/ [mi'ts'a] house

72. /'k'fi)c'£cV Pk'ii^ts^its'] squeeze

73. /cQQC/ [tse :tsl take

74. /*k'6b£c4/ Ck'sbitsa] heart

75. /pec/ Ip^tts] to go out, exit

The articulation of the alveolar series is fronted except for
retroflex /cf/. The implosive is articulated much more strongly than
in Oromo.

2.1.1.3 Alveo-palatal obstruents

vs



91, /ofi/

92, /»l{gitica/ Pligft^ic^]

93, /'pa^aacp/ ['p^^a:c]

SESE PHONOLOGY AND TMA

1. pour put; 2, send something

push (2 pi. impv.)

be blind

in addition to the ejective and non^ejective voiceless affric-
ates, there is a voiced palatal affricate /j^/.

/£/ vs. /y

The contrast of affricates in alveo-palatal versus palatal
positions is stown by;

94.
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